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Abstract
The vacuum polarization functions (q
2
) of charged and neutral gauge bosons which
arise from top and bottom quark loops lead to important shifts in relations between
electroweak parameters which can be measured with ever-increasing precision. The
large mass of the top quark allows approximation of these functions through the






. The rst three terms of the Taylor
series of (q
2
) are evaluated analytically up to order 
2
s
. The rst two are required
to derive the approximation, the third can be used to demonstrate the smallness of
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1 Introduction
The precision achieved in recent measurements of electroweak observables [1] has sur-
passed by far earlier expectations. The predictions for these quantities and the relations
between them, which are based on the Standard Model (SM), are strongly aected by
radiative corrections. Particularly important are those induced by virtual contributions
from the heavy top quark [2]. Their verication provides an important test of the the-
ory and its quantum corrections. The agreement between the value of M
t
suggested by
the CDF and D0 collaborations [3] of M
t











GeV [1], constitutes a triumph of the SM and a verication of the quantum corrections
with increasing precision. A more rened understanding of these eects is on the agenda,
including two- and even the dominant three-loop contributions [4, 5].
As far as contributions from the top-bottom multiplet are concerned, the perturbative
















) are available in the
literature for arbitrary top and bottom masses up to order 
s
[6, 7, 8].
This allows evaluation not only of the leading corrections, which are governed by the
 parameter and increase with M
2
t
, but also of the subleading terms. These are required









of the eective mixing angle sin
2

 (governing asymmetries in Z production and decay).







































provide an excellent approximation to the full answer in one- and two-loop






corrections. This justies the expectation
that also in order 
2
s








plus the subleading terms provide
an adequate description of the complete answer for r and sin
2

. This is veried by






which indeed turn out to be negligible. The complete
result for r and sin
2

 to order 
2
s





connection and the eective mixing
angle




































The inuence of a heavy quark doublet can be expressed through the transversal parts of






















































































































































































. The sin and cos of the weak mixing angle are denoted by s and
c. The \singlet" contribution to the axial current correlator 
A;S
which originates from
double triangle diagrams occurs rst in order 
2
s
and has been displayed separately.
Throughout this paper the mass of the bottom quark will be neglected. To circumvent














). The dierence is accounted for by dispersion relations with input from




! hadrons) in the low energy region [10].
The evaluation of (q
2
) up to three-loop diagrams involving massless diagrams only
is performed with the FORM [11] package MINCER [12] implementing an algorithm
developed in [13]. For diagrams involving a heavy top quark the approximation based on








































































































































+ : : :




























calculated below up to order 
2
s









after charge and mass renormalization (q
2
) exhibits (in dimensional regularization) 1=
singularities which cancel in the combination (4).






expansion is demonstrated in Fig. 1 for the one- and two-
loop results respectively. The full answer (solid line) is compared to the approximation
based on the term quadratic imM
t







terms (dashed line). The latter provides an excellent approximation in the
range M
t








may safely be ignored (dash-dotted
line).

































































































































































The full result is given e.g. in [7, 14].
A second quantity of practical interest is the eective weak mixing angle, which governs













 = (1 + ) sin
2
 (6)







































































































































































































































pared in Fig. 2, adopting the same notation as in Fig. 1. From these gures and from
Eqs. (5,7) it is evident that (for M
t
 180 GeV) the next-to-leading corrections amount













are below 1.2%. These considerations justify the restriction of 
2
s
corrections to the rst








In addition to the massless diagrams there are two further types of integrals: The evalu-
ation of the derivatives of (q
2
) resulting from diagrams where the massive top quark is
coupled to theW or Z is reduced to the evaluation of tadpole integrals discussed in [4, 5].



















and projecting out the transverse part. Following [13, 16] the resulting tadpole integrals
are subsequently reduced to the master set listed in [4, 5]. Diagrams involving external
massless quark loops and internal top loops (and the anomaly graph) are treated with





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































= 0:260434 : : :
D
3
=  3:02700 : : : :
The formula for 
MS
can be found in [5].
This result is formulated in terms of the MS coupling 
s
and the mass m
t
. Employing
the two-loop relation between the MS mass and the pole mass M
t
[18] the MS results are
easily expressed in terms of M
t
. The nal result, after setting n
f

























0:3333   0:6667 l
Z


































  1:5640   0:6667 l
Z
































































































  0:3333 + 0:6667 l
Z


































1:564 + 0:6667 l
Z























































































































































As shown in Fig. 1 and 2 and Table 1 their eect of the numerical result is extremely
small and can safely be neglected.
In the lowest diagrams of Fig. 1 and 2 the O(
2
s





presented as functions of M
t






expansion is conrmed. The
dierence between the quadratic term (dotted line) and the constant plus log term (dashed

























) = 0:120), M
t
= 175 GeV, M
Z






































 (MS) -0.01610 -0.01823 -0.01804
Table 1: Numerical results for the M
2
t


































Table 2: The change in M
W





















belonging to the corresponding expansion in the top mass are added up. For r




with  = 0:05940 [10]. 
rem
contains all
contributions of order  which are not present in the other two pieces and can e.g. be




. One observes that the absolute prediction for the W mass is changed by  10:9






term is added to the full two-loop result. This increases to  13:7 MeV
if also the constant and the 1=M
2
t
suppressed terms terms are added. (For a ctitious top
mass of 100 GeV the numbers would be  4:2 MeV and  7:9 MeV respectively.)
Summary: Top mass dependent corrections to relations between electroweak parame-
ters have been calculated up to order 
2
s







quality of the approximation has been conrmed in one-, two- and three-loop approxima-
tions.
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as a function of M
t
. The dotted, dashed and dash-dotted curves correspond






as a function of M
t
. The conventions are the same as for r
tb
. Here only
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Figure 2:
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